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A BSTRACT
This paper describes a method of acquiring emotive patterns for
morphosyntactically rich languages. The goal is to maximize the
recall of automatically generated sentiment lexicons in a resource
lean fashion. The algorithm requires a small corpus with morphosyntactic annotations to acquire candidates for emotive patterns and evalute the vocabulary, and web as corpus for lexical
expansion. The approach, which involves rule mining and contrast sets discovery, is demonstrated and evaluated for Polish.

1

I NTRODUCTION AND E XISTING W ORK

The research on automated sentiment lexicon acquisition typically falls
into one of several categories.
One of the popular related paradigms is focused on using extraction
patterns to acquire subjective resources [17, 1]. Subjectivity is a wide
term which includes not only evaluations, but also opinions, emotions,
and speculations. While its recognition is clearly useful in multiple tasks
including opinion mining, the goal of this paper is to demonstrate that
sentiment resource acquisition can be succesfully applied using resourcelean methods that do not directly depend on subjectivity1 .
Another approach is to extend WordNet lexicon with sentiment [7].
Despite obvious benefits, evaluative experiments [2, 4] reveal rather moderate successes of applications of this resource. Perhaps an even bigger
1

We prefer to begin with sentiment acquisition and then extend it with subjectivity, which is both more general and resource-demanding.
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problem is that it can not be applied to languages without a WordNet or
a poorly developed WordNet – which is an issue we try to avoid with our
algorithm.
For the reasons outlined above, the method described in this paper
expands and continues efforts to automatically obtain lexicons of evaluatively connotatated words described by [8]. In this approach a set of
“emotive patterns”2 is submitted to a search engine to find candidates
for evaluatively charged words. In the second step, semantic orientations
(polarity and evaluative strengths) of candidate words are computed using pointwise mutual information – SO − P M I measure as described
by [16]. This is done by submitting them to a search engine to find their
distributions in neighborhoods of paradigm positive and negative words.
The purpose of using emotive patterns is to select likely candidates
for evaluative words. While it is theoretically possible to try all lexemes in a language using any sentiment assessment algorithm such as
the SO − P M I, in practice it is extremely resource intensive and simply not feasible. The purpose of extraction using emotive patterns is to
increase the probability of acquiring evaluatively charged words.
It is notable that any method relying on a fixed, predefined set of
emotive patterns is constrained to extracing words that appear in a limited number of syntactic configurations. Consequently, acquired lexemes
are often limited to certain part of speech types only, as is the case with
patterns described in [8] extracting just adjectives and adverbs.
Put generally, the technique proposed in this paper aims at improving
the recall of automated sentiment dictionary generation. Another closely
related goal is to extract not only adjectives and adverbs, but also other
part of speech types.
While the founding research [6, 12] and multiple subsequent sentiment studies such as [9, 18, 10] focused exclusively on adjectives, it is
hardly disputable that nominal word forms and nouns can also carry negative connotations. This fact is at least partially confirmed by research on
automated acquisition of subjective resources [15] and WordNet’s sentiment extensions [7], but none of the methods can be applied in a resourcelean manner to acquire sentiment vocabulary.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we start by explaining the reasons of using two types of corpora and separation of pattern
generation from lexical acquisition. Section 4 describes how we gener2

We follow the original terminology here as proposed in [8], although one could
use the notion of “sentiment extraction patterns” interchangeably.
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ate initial pattern candidates, then in Section 5 we give an overview of
the algorithm and cover in details contrastive sets attribute selection and
greedy tag mining. Sections 6 and 7 present results and discussion of
future work.

2

M ORPHOSYNTACTIC AND L EXICAL C ORPORA

We start by hypothesizing that emotive patterns share certain morphosyntactic properties, relevant for acquiring new patterns. The goal is to learn
properties which lead to discovering the best patterns given quality criteria discussed in section 3. The approach is similar to that in [15], where a
bootstrapping process looks for words that appear in the same extraction
patterns as the seeds and assumes that they belong to the same semantic
class.
For expanding the set of emotive patterns, a corpus with morphosyntactical tags is required: queries to this corpus are based on combinations of morphosyntactic attributes, selected as potentially improving the
quality of patterns which extract evaluatively connotated words. The key
property of this approach is that size of this morphosyntactically tagged
corpus is of secondary importance because it is not used for lexical acquisition in the sense of extracting sentiment candidate words.
The corpus we used was The National Corpus of Polish 3 with 3 millions segments4 [13] and Poliqarp5 query formalism. While sufficient to
acquire candidates for emotive patterns, it is not extensive enough to acquire evaluative vocabulary by pattern continuations, because emotive
patterns occur in the small, morphosyntactic corpus no more than tens
of times and typically exactly once. For the same patterns, search engines
like Google or Bing return hundreds or even thousands of results, depending on pattern. Then, on one hand it is straightforward that acquisition of
candidates for evaluative words has to take advantage of lexical magnitude and proceed along the web as corpus approach. On the other, candidates for emotive patterns could potentially be extracted from smaller
corpora with benefits from morphosyntactic information.
3
4

5

http://www.nkjp.pl
The notion of a segment roughly corresponds to a word. The distinction was
introduced due to non-standard behaviour of certain rare morphological forms.
http://poliqarp.sourceforge.net
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PATTERN P RODUCTIVITY

Algorithms presented in the latter parts of this paper may be evaluated
in multiple ways. Quantifiable comparisons of the methods demand formulations of emotive pattern productivity metrics. Evaluation criteria for
emotive patterns should involve two main factors:
– Number of distinctive lexemes set L returned by a pattern p.
– Aggregated, absolute SO − P M I of all lexemes in L.
Thus, productivity pr of a pattern p is computed according to the following formula:
n
X
|SO − P M I(Ln )|
prp =

i=0

kLk

It promotes patterns which return many unique lexemes with high evaluative loading, either positive or negative.
4

PATTERN G ENERATION

This section discusses in a step by step fashion how we generate emotive
pattern candidates, explaining the rationale and design choices.
4.1

Part of Speech Sequences

Probably the most simple conceivable approach to generating sequences
which may be suspected of being emotive patterns is by focusing on parts
of speech types that constitute known emotive patterns and searching the
morphosyntactic corpus for sequences of lexemes which consist of selected part of speech types only. Let emotive patterns be created only by
lexemes belonging to part of speech types listed in P OS emot :
n
o
P OS emot = conj,ppron∗,prep,qub,
praet,inf,f in,ger
The above list is too unrestrictive because it admits a large class of
nearly meaningless, but very frequent patterns, as for example sequences
of particles (qub) and prepositions (prep). In fact, sequences composed of
conjunctions, pronouns, prepositions and particles only are very unlikely
to be emotive patterns because their role is mostly syntactic. Therefore,
we introduced the second list of part of speech types P OS na : at least
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one part of speech type from this list is required to appear in any emotive
pattern candidate, but also no emotive pattern may consist of lexemes
belonging to these part of speech types only.
P OS na = {conj, ppron∗, prep, qub}
Firstly, the morphosyntactic corpus is queried for sequences of at least
two tokens consisting of lexemes that belong to P OS emot . Secondly,
all sequences which contain only P OS na tokens are removed. However,
the number of sequences is still too large and they mostly lack emotive
pattern characteristics6 . This is why subsequent filterings are still needed
to approach a plausible set of emotive pattern candidates.
4.2

Frequency Filtering

The benefit of using word frequencies in pattern discovery was demonstrated recently by [5]. The key idea, applicable also in the context of
emotive pattern discovery, is dividing patterns into high frequency syntactic word slots and slots for less frequent, content words which are actually the subject of interest in concept discovery. While the Davidov and
Rappoport method ignored morphosyntactic information, we propose to
mix both types of data, frequency and morphosyntactic tags, which seems
reasonable for Slavic or German languages.
We introduce frequency as three valued rank variable, dividing word
rankings at 200 and 5000. Contrary to Davidov and Rappoport, we include also frequency information about the medium frequency range.
4.3

Sequence Contexts Filtering

An intuitive method of such filtering is by checking left and right contexts of a sequence (candidate for an emotive pattern) for occurrences
of known, highly evaluative words – the value was operationalized as
SO − P M I threshold. Number of rules after filtering with a range of
tresholds values, for the set of rules R1, is illustrated in Figure 1.
The desired treshold value of SO − P M I should be high enough to
avoid patterns without highly evaluative words in their continuations.
Because most of sequences of interest appear exactly once in the
morphosyntactic corpus, no further statistical elaboration and systematic
6

It has been determined by random sampling and comparing average quality to
known, effective emotive patterns.
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Fig. 1. Number of rules generated for a range tresholds values

analysis of sequence properties is possible, at least not on results obtained
from the morphosyntactic corpus.
The proposed method of sequence generation and subsequent multistep filtering is designed to maximize the probability that obtained sequences are indeed emotive patterns. One obvious drawback of imposing
presence of known evaluative words around pattern candidates is that it
renders impossible detection of emotive patterns surrounded by evaluative words that are not yet recognized. On one hand, it is less of a problem after multiple iterations – once the list of emotive words is expanded.
However, it still does not guarantee obtaining all evaluative words, because certain such words may (at least in theory) be obtainable only by
a set of emotive patterns which never co-occur with any known evaluative word. The issue is at least partially taken into account by promoting
patterns which lead to wide range of emotive words as in section 3.
5

A LGORITHM OVERVIEW

Figure 2 illustrates the processing scheme and core ideas of our approach.
The prerequisite is to prepare an initial seed of emotive patterns. Next
steps of the method are iterative and can be summarized as follows:
1. Using any search engine and web as corpus method, issue queries
for emotive patterns, get results, extract candidate words and compute their SO − P M I. Apply morphosyntactic analysis and disam-
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Fig. 2. Processing phases of the iterative emotive pattern acquisition
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7

biguation so that each recognized token carries a list of associated
tags.
Create a matrix M such that each row corresponds to one pattern
match occurrence with contexts of k tokens each side of the sought
candidate for evaluative word, along with morphosyntactic tags for
each token and SO − P M I. Each emotive pattern is associated to
corresponding M rows.
Select two sets of rows from M of approximately equal frequency by
highest and lowest productivity of patterns that generated them. Call
rows generated by high quality patterns MHi−P R and rows by low
quality patterns MLow−P R 7 .
Using contrast sets mining [3] and association rule discovery as in
Algorithm 1, learn a set of morphosyntactic and frequency rules M −
F , describing the rows in MHi−P R according to optimization criteria
defined by SO − P M I as described below in more detail.
Apply M − F rules on morphosyntactically annotated corpus to obtain a new set of emotive patterns.

It seems reasonable to split the rows into groups based on the pattern that
generated them and assign those groups into either MHi−P R or MLow−P R –
rather selecting individual rows. This is why frequencies might be different.
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5.1 Seed Patterns
In the beginning of our experiment, 112 gramatically correct patterns
were created by generating cartesian pairs from two sets of words, A
and B. We disclose neither the exact words of A and B nor the two lists
of paradigm positive and negative words, used in SO − P M I computation. This is because both lists are language specific and do not contribute
much to this paper. For a reference list, applied successfully in English,
see [8].
What is important is that the initial (seed) patterns, submitted to a
search engine, resulted in over 11 thousands web pages and 1381 unique
lexemes obtained as pattern continuations.
5.2

M-F Rules

This section describes rules used to generate lexical patterns from the
morphosyntactic corpus.
Rules, in case of Polish, follow tagging scheme defined in [14]. It is
notable that this scheme also defines the feature space, which in our case
is constituted by 17 variables spanned over 6 word positions (assuming
3 tokens left and 3 right from the extracted sentiment word placeholder).
For Slavic and German languages the numbers and consequently tagging
schemes will be not far from the one used here:
– Part of speech (in Polish, specific tags defined for over 35 token
types).
– Morphosyntactic attributes (example: case, number, person for nouns
and adjectives).
– Frequency information (as 3-valued rank).
Not all tag combinations are always present on all positions, therefore
the actual feature space is typically more narrow. Rules are defined as sets
of type:
positionattribute = value
For example:
k − 2case = nom
denotes attribute case positioned two tokens left (k − 2) from the placeholder for extracted evaluative word, whose value is nom (nominative).
Rules define values (tag or frequency ranks) for corresponding attributes
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and thus every rule potentially selects a number of rows from M – where
the values match.
A real example of a rule is presented below:
k−1number =sg,k+3rank =2,k−2aspect =imperf
k−3rank =1,k−3gender =n

The rule consists of five attributes, two of them are frequency ranks at
different positions. Extracted rules were very rarely longer than 5 or 6 attributes. This is caused by the greedy rule generation algorithm described
in listing 1.
5.3 Contrast Sets Attribute Selection
For attribute (feature) selection, our method relies on contrast sets. In
essence, rules that are later applied to the morphosyntactic corpus are
formed only from those attributes (morphosyntactics, frequency and position), for which corresponding values (tags) differ meaningfully in their
distributions across more and less productive rules.
For each attribute, we compare the corresponding distributions in
MHi−P R and MLow−P R filtering out attributes that do not differ significantly between the two matrices in terms of χ2 . As an example, let
us consider attribute k − 2case (morpholosyntactic attribute “case” positioned two tokens to the left from where candidates for evaluative words
occurred). Distributions of five cases, which occurred in MHi−P R and
MLow−P R , are as follows:
[121, 10, 197, 4, 3], [2, 0, 64, 0, 0]
We compute χ2 and significance (0.0), thus k − 2case is considered in
further analysis. For the first (seed) data matrix obtained, the contrastive
sets method leaves only 54 attributes out of 102 possible for the initial
matrix.
5.4 Rule Generation
In typical descriptive rule mining, algorithms typically seek surprising
deviations or identify significant relationships using support, confidence,
information theory measures or various combinations thereof.8
8

An extensive coverage of various approaches, proposing unified terminology,
is presented in [11].
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Identification of morphosyntactic pattern configurations relevant for
acquiring productive emotive patterns should, in our assesment, follow
a different objective: the mechanism of rule induction should maximize
absolute SO − P M I. This formulation seems the most relevant for our
purpose and at the same time the most intuitive.
The rule generation algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Let A denote
the set of attributes. Rule r is then generated as follows:

Rr = {ar = t} , t : arg max |SO − P M I|
foreach iteration i do
foreach attribute a in A do
foreach tag t of a do
|SO − P M I| for {Ri , a = t}
end
end
a, t : arg max ∆|SO − P M I|
Ri+1 = { Ri , a = t }
end

Algorithm 1: Rule generation

The algorithm begins by initializing empty rules R, one for every
attribute r in A, and finds a tag which – for this specific attribute – maximizes its absolute SO − P M I in M . Then, in iterative fashion, all other
attributes and values are tested, and at the end of each iteration, an attribute and its tag value are appended to a rule, which maximizes absolute
SO − P M I of newly created rule.
The algorithm is greedy, because every tag and attribute selection is
based on the principle of SO − P M I maximization. This guarantees
that every part of created rule contributes to absolute SO − P M I, but
does not ensure finding globally optimal combinations which maximize
SO − P M I. Such algorithm would have to compare every tag value of
an attribute with all tag combinations of all other attributes, which gives
complexity of O(n!).
6

R ESULTS

Figure 3 presents SO − P M I distributions for newly acquired lexemes
– not seen in any of the previous iterations (unique).
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Fig. 3. Histograms of unique SO-PMI words acquired in 4 iterations

The histograms reveal that patterns generated automatically are at
least as productive as the human made ones in terms of acquiring highly
positive and highly negative words. However, the distribution of new vocabulary in terms of polarity appears to be different in each iteration: the
first set of manually crafted patterns (iteration 0) leans towards negative
words, iterations 1 and 3 are slightly skewed towards positive, while iteration 2 seems the most balanced, perhaps due to frequency.
Arguably, patterns created automatically have the advantage of generating more balanced distributions. Such results are easy to explain given
the randomized pattern generation technique described in Section 4 which
does not favour any specific polarity.
Interestingly, negative words tend to be much more densely distributed
with a clear peak between -9 and -7. Distributions of positive words are
more uniform. In each iteration certain amount of discovered words falls
in between -5 and +5; it is likely that these should be considered neutral.
The ratio of such words remains similar in each iteration and must be
considered not avoidable.
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Table 1 presents the results from a different perspective: organized by
part of speech9 .
Table 1. Standard Deviation of SO − P M I (std) and percentages of unique
vocabulary acquired in each iteration, by part of speech types

POS
adv
pact
ger
pcon
fin
subst
ppas
inf
adj

it.0
std %
8.04 17.49
7.86 0.99
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
6.68 27.06
0.0 0.33
6.97 15.51
7.69 38.61

it.1
std %
6.91 3.97
6.32 1.05
8.27 1.05
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.21
7.55 66.11
8.8 0.84
7.45 15.69
7.57 9.62

it.2
std %
5.72 3.6
1.69 0.15
7.48 0.64
0.0 0.05
0.0 0.1
7.71 55.46
6.03 0.69
7.22 24.59
6.81 13.73

it.3
std %
4.68 2.29
0.0 0.33
5.79 0.98
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
7.54 65.69
1.04 0.65
6.74 16.99
7.18 11.11

The first iteration acquired many adjectives (38%). In subsequent iterations, percents of adjectives among unseen lexemes remained relatively
smaller, with much larger relative amounts of nouns (subst). The quality
of extracted lexemes, measured by the standard deviation of SO − P M I,
did not vary a lot between iterations: further iterations were on average
as good as the first one, with two exceptions: adverbs, which tended to be
more centered around mean, and nouns, which tended to be more spread.
7

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

The contribution of this work affects at least two aspects of sentiment
analysis research.
First, it demonstrates how to expand sentiment lexicons beyond the
limits of emotive patterns method described by [8]. This is possible thanks
to the new iterative technique of vocabulary expansion, based on splitting
the task into emotive pattern generation, which may be done by mining
small morphosyntactic corpora and frequency information, and lexical
acquisition using web as corpus framework.
9

A description of POS types along with their abbreviations as in the table, can be found here: http://nkjp.pl/poliqarp/help/ense2.
html#x3-30002.1.
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Second, it allows including other part of speech types than just adjectives and adverbs. While this achievement is not distinctive in the context
of sentiment lexicons (especially [7] and [15]), it seems one of very few
approaches that do not rely on additional resources such as WordNets or
specifically annotated corpora.
The method has been implemented and tested in Polish, but it is
equally applicable to any language with rich morphology and syntax and
comparable resources.
Future work will focus on evaluations against other feasible techniques of emotive pattern acquisition. Certain efforts should also be dedicated to finetuning of various parameters of the algorithm, such as for
example SO − P M I thresholds, and examination of net effects of each
step of the procedure.
Finally, one natural extension is to re-implement it in other languages,
Slavic or German.
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